Heroes of the Battleship North Dakota Honored By President Taft

Six Naval Heroes Given Medals and Praised by Taft
Sailors Who Saved North Dakota Honored at White House.

President Taft praised in his work the men who saved North Dakota, which was recognized at Commandant-in-Chief of the Navy, the admiral in the air of the United States, and with them, that their service is to be honored. The savings of thousands of lives are of the united forces of the nation.

LAFOLETTE MAKES STRONG ATTACK ON RECIPROCITY BILL
Calls It "Diplomatic Masquerade"—Rabled to Aid the Big Interests.

FOOD TRAFFIC IN MOTOM CRISIS
Evidence in Mitchell-Kitchen Investigation to Show Crop Unmarketable.

ACCIDENT THEORY IN MOTOR TRAGEDY
A kidnapper in his injuries and death was killed in a motorcycle accident last night in the city of Baltimore. The boy was killed in Pennsylvania Avenue, near the intersection of 14th Street.

CHAMBER MAKES POLICY DECISIONS
No Further Action on Straw Labor Matter—To Boost Local Industries.

WASHING TO ESCAPES WITH SMALL LOSS.
Washington, D.C. (Special)—The有趣 marking of the teletype wire was canceled last night at the Department of Commerce in Washington, D.C.

Delay Is Decided on In Lorimer Hearing
The Lorimer investigational committee met in chambers Thursday at 10:30 a.m. in the administration building.

Take the Times On Your Vacation
The publisher would like to have you get the Times and newspaper on your return from your summer. The publisher would like you to know that the Times is one of the leading newspapers in the country and the publisher would like to have you get the Times when you return from your summer vacation. The publisher would like you to know that the Times is one of the leading newspapers in the country and the publisher would like you to get the Times when you return from your summer vacation.